Here you’ll find picture books, chapter books and middle grade fiction in English translation, listed by country of origin. Another version of this list with titles and other details is in progress!

Translations from Chinese, China

Picture books

Please let us know of any translations you would recommend!
Email us at worldkidlit@gmail.com or tweet us at @worldkidlit!
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit
#WorldKidLit #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLitMonth
Please let us know of any translations you would recommend!
Email us at worldkidlit@gmail.com or tweet us at @worldkidlit!
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit #WorldKidLit #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLitMonth
Translations from China - Junior fiction

Translations from India

Please let us know of any translations you would recommend!
Email us at worldkidlit@gmail.com or tweet us at @worldkidlit!
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit
#WorldKidLit #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLitMonth
Translations from Indonesia

Translations from Japan

Picture books

Please let us know of any translations you would recommend!
Email us at worldkidlit@gmail.com or tweet us at @worldkidlit!
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit #WorldKidLit #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLitMonth
Please let us know of any translations you would recommend!
Email us at worldkidlit@gmail.com or tweet us at @worldkidlit!
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit
#WorldKidLit #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLitMonth
Translations from Japan: chapter books

Translations from Japan: Junior fiction

Please let us know of any translations you would recommend!
Email us at worldkidlit@gmail.com or tweet us at @worldkidlit!
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit
#WorldKidLit #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLitMonth
Translations from Korea

Translations from Taiwan

Translations from Vietnam

Please let us know of any translations you would recommend!
Email us at worldkidlit@gmail.com or tweet us at @worldkidlit!
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit
#WorldKidLit #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLitMonth